Odyssey Fellow Internship

About Odyssey:
Odyssey Impact is a team of film and social justice professionals who believe that powerful documentaries can motivate social change. As a non-profit, part of Odyssey’s mission is to partner with faith communities and theological education institutions on issues of civic concern; in this case, mass incarceration and racial justice. More info at www.odyssey-impact.org.

Description of what Odyssey Fellow would do:
In this 2019-20 pilot year, the site for the Odyssey Fellow would be Peachtree Rd. UMC. The Fellow’s work will include the engagement of film as a mechanism to drive compassion and understanding, with two ends: (1) the creative expansion of PRUMC’s prison ministry, particularly in partnership with several other Atlanta organizations (faith-based and secular), uniting those around a central cause as it relates to Odyssey Impacts mission and outreach, and (2) the creative engagement of the year-long racial justice initiatives hosted jointly by PRUMC and Cascade UMC.

The Odyssey Fellow will have particular passion for and experience in ministry addressing issues of mass incarceration and racial justice, and will have gifts for shepherding difficult conversations and for connecting creatively with multiple sorts of organizations.

Contact:
Rev. Dr. Katie Givens Kime: katie@odyssey-impact.org.
Con Ed III, special internship
$9K 2019-20 Fall and spring
Open to all master degree programs
3 hours credit